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MAIN IDEA

An “execution premium” is the extraordinary value which gets created by an organization when it clarifies its strategy and then
demonstrates an ability to follow through and execute that strategy in the marketplace. The execution premium may be manifested in
several different ways – as an increase in the company’s share price, in greater revenues, in broader brand recognition, as enhanced
customer loyalty or in terms of greater employee commitment.

To link strategy formulation systematically and consistently with operational execution, six stages are required:
1. Develop your strategy – be able to state exactly what business you’re in and what your ideal strategy is with clarity.
2. Plan your strategy – use tools to develop a framework of measures and initiatives whichwill guide actions and allocate resources.
3. Align your organization – with your preferred strategy.
4. Plan your operations – in such a way there is alignment between your day-to-day operations and your long-term strategy.
5. Monitor and learn – so you can determine whether your strategy is being implemented and take corrective actions if required.
6. Test and adapt – keep on challenging your strategic assumptions and change as needed.

By integrating these six stages into a closed loop system, you stand a greater chance of achieving an execution premium.

“Strategy development and the links between strategy and operations remain ad hoc, varied and fragmented. Given the myriad

strategy and operational tools now available, we believe that companies can benefit from taking a systems approach to link strategy

with operations. Having a comprehensive and integrated management system can help companies overcome the difficulties and

frustration that most of them experience when attempting to implement their strategies – particularly new, transformational

strategies.”

– Robert Kaplan and David Norton

A six stage plan for achieving an execution premium

Be sure your organization uses all
the strategic tools which are

available and can definitively state:
• What business you’re in
• The key issues you face

• How best to compete
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Develop your strategy1

Operating
Plan

Strategic
Plan

2 Plan your strategy

3 Align your organization
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4 Plan your operations

Create explicit links between your
long-term strategy and day-to-day

operations by actions like:
• Improve key processes

• Develop resource capacity plans
• Integrate budgets

Regularly monitor your results to
see how well your organization

executes, and embed this in two
key organizational meetings:

• Operational review meetings
• Strategy review meetings

Monitor and learn5

Continue to test your strategic
assumptions on an ongoing basis
to ensure you have the optimum

strategy in place by regularly
holding strategy testing and

adaption meetings.

Test and adapt6
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Develop your strategic objectives,
measures, targets, initiatives and

more using tools like:
• Strategy Maps

• Balanced Scorecards
• Execution teams

Link your company’s strategy to
the strategy of each business unit

by doing at least three things:
• Align business unit strategies

• Align all the support units
• Motivate and align employees
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